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ABSTRACT
We wish to understand how neural systems store, recall, and process information. We are using cultured networks of cortical
neurons grown on microelectrode arrays as a model system for studying the emergent properties of ensembles of living
neurons. We have developed a 2-way communication interface between the cultured network and a computer-generated
animal, the Neurally Controlled Animat. Neural activity is used to control the behavior of the Animat, and 2-photon time-
lapse imaging is carried out in order to observe the morphological changes that might underlie changes in neural processing.
The 2-photon microscope is ideal for repeated imaging over hours or days, with sub-micron resolution and little
photodamage. We have designed a computer-controlled microscope stage that allows imaging several locations in sequence,
in order to collect more image data. For the latest progress, see: http://www.caltech.eduJpinelab/PotterGroup.htm
Keywords: Two-photon laser scanning microscopy, multiphoton, multielectrode array, microelectrode array, green
fluorescent protein, liposomes, animat, cortex cell culture
1. INTRODUCTION
Thanks to the detailed neuron drawings made by Santiago Ramon y Cajal a century ago, and the work of many other
neuroanatomists since, it is well established that brain cells come in a wider variety of shapes and sizes than do those of any
other tissue. This complexity of morphology and interconnectivity allows a level of information processing and storage
several orders of magnitude greater that the best supercomputers built today. There is evidence that as we learn, the shape of
our neurons changes. Most of this evidence is obtained by comparing the brains of animals raised in enriched vs. boring
environments,1 after they have been sacrificed. Much has been gleaned from this approach, but it is difficult to relate the
post-mortem morphology to the electrical activity that was present in the neural tissue while it was alive and learning, and
controlling the animals behavior.
We are developing a number of tools aimed at studying the morphological dynamics of a living neuronal network during the
learning process, while simultaneously monitoring its electrical activity. We grow dissociated brain cell cultures (including
neurons and glia) on glass dishes with arrays of embedded electrodes (Fig. 1) (multi-electrode arrays, MEAs).2' These
electrodes are capable of recording and stimulating the neurons extracellularly and non-destructively. We have developed
new techniques for maintaining primary neural cultures for months.4 Combining MEA technology with 2-photon time-lapse
microscopy opens up new lines of inquiry not possible in living animals: we can follow the electrical activity and
morphological changes in hundreds of neurons for weeks or months. Compared to in vivo studies, cultured networks offer
unparalleled access for long-term electrical and pharmacological studies; every neuron in the network can be imaged at the
submicron level for hours or days. We hope this will enable us to determine the causal interrelationships between neural
morphology and network activity.
1 Corresponding author, spotter@gg.caltech.edu, http://www.ca1tech.edu/'pine1ab/steve.htm1
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Fig. I 60-electrode multi-electrode array culture dish, made by Multichannel Systems. A six day old culture of corflcal cells
(right) has already begun to form a synaptically interconnected network, producing coordinated spontaneous electrical activity.
Electrodes (dark circles) are I 0 pm diameter, and 1 00 pm apart. Cultures are prepared from embryonic day I 8 rat cortex by
enzymatic dissociation5 and grown in standard serum-containing medium6
2. THE NEURALLYCONTROLLED ANIMAT FOR IN VITRO LEARNING STUDIES
Rat cortical networks begin to grow axons and dendrites within hours of plating (Fig. 5), and by one week in vitro, have
formed numerous synaptic connections. We and others7'9 have observed that after two weeks in vitro, the network exhibits
rhythmic patterns of coordinated activity bursts with a period of several seconds, as recorded via the MEA electrodes. After
one month, the bursting is less periodic and less synchronous across the network, exhibiting a complexity that may represent
a greater capacity for information storage and processing.'° These patterns can be influenced by extracellular electrical
stimulation, suggesting that the strengths ofthe synapses have changed, altering the network dynamics.1'
How can we relate this to learning in animals? What does it mean to study learning in vitro? "Learning" usually has a
behavioral defmition, such as "a lasting change in behavior resulting from experience." An isolated culture of brain cells
cannot behave, and therefore one can only speak of studying synaptic plasticity, and causing a change in the response of the
cells. To behave, the system needs a body with effectors. Therefore, we created a simulated creature on the computer whose
behavior is controlled by the distributed activity in the MEA culture. "Animats" are simulated animals, either on a computer
or in robot form,12 and this is the first neurally-controlled animat.13 As the animat interacts with its simulated environment, it
receives sensory and kinesthetic input. These are fed back to the culture, in real-time, as spatio-temporal patterns of electrical
pulses on the substrate electrodes (Fig. 2). We have recently closed the loop, so that activity in the cultured net can trigger its
own stimulation in less than 100 msec, and we are now carrying out experiments designed to detect long-term (hours or days)
changes in network activity that we map onto learning iii the Animat. The mappings we have chosen so far are arbitrary and
simplistic, but in the future we anticipate that a number of learning paradigms traditionally carried out on animals, such as
classical conditioning, can also be conducted using a neurally controlled animat.
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Fig. 2 The NeuraHy-Controued Animat, a new toot for studying learning in vitro. A neuronal network is cultured on a mutti
electrode array. Signals produced by the ongoing activity in the network are collected and processed in real-time by a Silicon
Graphics 540 quad-processor computer, to control the behavior of a simulated animal (the animat). As the animat interacts
with its simulated environment, sensory input, as well as its own proprioceptive input, is fed back to the culture by a multi-
channel stimulation system, as spatio-temporal patterns of electrical pulses. Recurring activity patterns are arbitrarily assigned
to certain behaviors; if those patterns change as a result of the stimulation feedback, then this can be considered learning.
Because the network is growing in a monolayer on a glass substrate, we can image its electrical dynamics on short time
scales using voltage-sensitive dyes and a high-speed movie camera,14 and we can image morphological dynamics on long
time scales using 2-photon time-lapse microscopy.
3, TWO-PHOTON MICROSCOPY
Two-photon laser-scanning microscopy15 has made it ossibIe to conduct repeated 4D (3D + time) imaging of living
specimens with submicron resolution. 6, 17 By using pulsed infrared (IR) light, fluorescence excitation is localized to focus of
the laser beam, which is raster-scanned across the specimen one focal plane at a time. Only at the focus is there a reasonable
probability that two JR photons will hit a fluorescent molecule at the same time, and excite it as if a single visible photon of
twice the energy had been absorbed. Thus phototoxicity and photobleaching are dramatically reduced, compared to
fluorescence imaging using visible light, where excitation happens above and below the focal plane as welL The height of
the point-spread function of 2-photon excitation is on the order of one micron, with the 40x/035numerical aperture water-
immersion objective used here. Because cultured cells are 10-15 im thick, the reduction in photodamage afforded by 2-
photon excitation is even useful for imaging planar cultures with 2D scans, such as cortical cultures growing on MEAs.
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Fig. a 2photon Iaserscanning
microscope, a converted Molecular
Dynamics Sarastro 2000 confocai
In the background, left, are the pump
laser and pulsed-IR Ti:Sapphire
laser (Coherent Mira900). We now
use a smaller, all sold-state pump
laser, the Coherent Verdi (not
shown). The microscope is en-
closed in an opaque insulating
chamber and heated to rat body
temperature using a chicken egg
incubator connected by flexible duc-
ting. In the foreground is a *hea
lung' machine that oxygenates and
pumps warmed medium to the cul-
tured net.
Our 2-photon microscope (Fig. 3) consists of a converted Molecular Dynamics Sarastro 2000 confocal with an upright Nikon
Optiphot2 microscope. Details of the conversion can be found elsewhere.18' 'We use a Coherent Verdi 5Wpump laser and
Coherent Mira900 Ti:Sapphire pulsed IR laser. For these experiments, the laser was tuned to 875 nm, and attenuated to 30%.
The microscope is enclosed in Mylar bubble-plastic insulation, and this enclosure is connected to a chicken egg incubator
(Lyon Electric Co.) that gently warms the specimen and optics to 37°C. This opaque enclosure allows imaging at
physiologically relevant temperatures, reduces background signal from room lighting, and eliminates drift in focus due to
temperature fluctuations in the room.
The field of view of our 40x objective is 256 zm across at minimum zoom, and 64 pm across when fully zoomed-in (0J25
jm pixels, 512 x 512). Our MEAs consist of 8 x 8 electrode grids (minus the corner electrodes) with 100 or 200 jim spacing,
so the entire array of 60 electrodes is either 700 jim or 1 .4 mm across. Thus, any given image is but a small subset of the
entire network over the electrodes. To allow us to image more ofthe network than one field ofview per imaging session, we
rigged up a Suffer MP285 motorized micromanipulator to move the specimen from one location to another. The 'RoboStage'
(Fig. 4) is controlled through the serial port of the same computer that collects the image data (SGI Indigo). A custom Unix
program was written to interface the MP285 control box with the ImageSpace scanning software. This program allows the
user to select several adjacent or distant sites on the MEA to image. The RoboStage then moves the specimen to each site in
turn, repeatedly, to allow the collection of several time-lapse movies in one imaging session. The MP285 has a 2.5cm travel
in X, Y, and Z, with a reproducibility finer than one micron.
A pair of sequentially-imaged sites is shown in Fig. 5, along with a minimum zoom time-lapse sequence of the 2-photon
fluorescence of neurons establishing connections soon after plating. In order to visualize the processes of the neurons more
clearly in our unusually dense cultures (P40,000 cells per sq. mm), cells were labeled with the lipophilic dye, Di020, and
mixed with an excess of unlabeled cells, in suspension before plating. This allows us to observe morphological dynamics for
up to two weeks after staining. In cases where we wish to follow morphological dynamics in more mature cultures, cells are
labeled by exposing them to liposomes containing the gene for the enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP, Gene Therapy
Systems, San Diego), along with a flisogenic peptide, a component to prevent serum inactiviation, and a cationic nuclear
localization signal.2' This novel gene delivery vector results in bright GFP labeling within one day in 1-5% ofthe cells in the
culture. The dendrites of 2-week-old cultured neurons have many spines, and our two-photon time-lapse imaging shows that
the moq,hology ofthese post-synaptic structures can be quite dynamic (Fig. 6). It is worth noting that some spines are much
more dynamic than are others on the same dendrite, which suggests that the ongoing spontaneous electrical activity in the
culture is inducing synapse-specific remodeling
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Fig. 4. The RoboStage, consisting of a
Suffer MP-285 micromanipulator, is con-
nected via the serial port to the computer
that controls the 2-photon microscope.
This view inside the environmental enclo-
sure shows the culture dish holder bolted to
the manipulator, which is in turn bolted to
the stage of the microscope. The manip-
ulator is programmed to move the speci-
men to several fields of view, repeatedly, in
sequence, under the stationary objective
lens. A perfusion system keeps the
medium in the culture fresh arid allows
pharmacological manipulation of the net-
work during time-lapse imaging.
Fig.5. Rat cortical cell culture on a multi-electrode array. Cells labeled in suspension with DiO were mixed with an excess of
unlabeled cells and plated onto the MEA substrate, and imaged the same day using phase contrast (top) and 2-photon
fluorescence (bottom) microscopy. Four fields of view were imaged robotically for over 4 hours (two shown), with no effect on
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fluorescence or cell viability. The number '81 ' refers to the 8th column and first row, the upper-right corner of the array of 60
electrodes. Images were collected every 1 0 mm. The time lapse sequence shows odd frames, at 20-mm intervals, a zootmin
of the boxed region in the phase-contrast image above. Growth cones and numerous filipodia can be observed making
contact with neighboring labeled and unlabeled cells.
4. CONCLUSION
The brain is the most powerful computer we know of at this time. Perhaps if we understood more about how it processes and
stores information, we could design much more powerful artificial computing systems, ones that utilize the massively
parallel, distributed network dynamics that brains use. To help discover which morphological and electrical dynamics are
important in neuronal networks, we have developed a number of new tools for studying many neurons in great detail at a
variety of time scales. By connecting a cultured neuronal network to a computer on which the animal's body can be
simulated, we have opened the door to the study of learning and memory in vitro. By imaging the neurons involved in the
learning process while the learning is happening, and while recording their electrical activity via an array of electrodes, we
have the potential toexamme links between electncal activity and morphology m a manner not possible with hvmg ammals
Fig. 6. Two-photon time-lapse movie of GFP
liposome-labeled dendritic spines in a mature
cortical culture. Rapid spontaneous synaptic re-
modeling is demonstrated in these frames, taken
at 90-sec intervals. A spine in frame 1 (arrow) is
gone in the second frame, and one that appears in
frame 4 (arrow) grows over the next 7 mm to form
a mature spine head with a thin stalk too narrow to
resolve (frame 9, arrow). Zoomed region (white
box, top image) is 16 pm across.
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